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i know what you're thinking: "this sounds like call of duty zombies!".
let me assure you, that is not the case. zombies is a stand alone
game that is only played offline, and requires special call of duty
game versions to play online, while ghosts is a traditional online

experience that requires no additional game version to play.
zombies has a minigame called "blast pit", wherein you must battle

a horde of zombies. blast pit is only found on the map "pit".
perhaps the most revolutionary change to ghosts is the ability to
perform long range sniping. as of yet, i haven't found a use for it.

i'm sure it'll come in handy sooner or later, but it's not a game
changer at this time. to begin a match, you must select from one of

the standard playlists, up to 8 of them. from here you are able to
choose between the standard game types, or quick play (mode not

available online), dedicated, and co-op deathmatch. in the
dedicated game types, the only choices are quick play, hardcore, or
faction play. quick play: the mode with the least amount of depth is
quick play. it features multiple game modes you can choose from,

including co-op deathmatch, domination, escort, and more. the
random games run for 15 to 45 minutes, and it is only available in
quick play and all-stars. follow the evolution of ghosts through the
player avatars they fought alongside in the campaign, and see how

they get their hands on the brutal new weapons that are being
developed by our growing team of devs. the full story of ghosts will

be released as the campaign continues to unfold, releasing in
chapters every few weeks.
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